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ROSEWOOD JUMP - BUILT & ADOPTED BY JILL HAZARD 
The original jump had to be replaced in 2011 and now there is an inviting split rail fence with 

two heights.  Tractor tires of varying sizes are used as planters in the middle and whiskey barrels 

hold the roses on each end. 

  

 

  

OVERBOARD PLANTERS - BUILT (with help!) & ADOPTED BY AMY BRESKY 
This jump was built after Amy saw some wonderful photos of a huge Olympic 



jump.  This is a miniature version and has two heights with yews growing on it on both 
sides.  It is named after her former farm on River Road. 

  

 

WITCHES LOG - ADOPTED BY SOPHIEA BITEL 
This low log can be used by all levels and is at the entrance (or exit depending on how it 
is ridden) to the shady Hansel and Gretel Path.  Old brooms have been collected every 
year and are added to the "adornment" of the jump. 

  

 

 

GAIL'S COOPS - BUILT BY BRONY MAJAUCKAS 
These coops were built by Gail Maujauckis's late husband, Brony under her watchful eye in the 



mid 90s to replace some old Myopia Hunt coops that had fallen into disrepair.  Gail was one of 

the forces behind the development and maintenance of much of the Pipestave cross country 

course and ran the Horse Trials in the early 90's.  These coops were originally on the fence line 

between the lower and middle fields but that area became too wet and they were moved to their 

present location. 

  

 

SLYTHERIN JUMP 
This jump has three parts, the logs closest and the hay bale section are for the lower levels and 

the picketed oxer is for Beginner Novice.  It was originally known as the Turtleback Twins, and 

renamed when it was renovated for the number of harmless snakes that enjoy it.  It can be 

jumped from many different directions.  

More photos coming soon! 

 


